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Is the proficiency test in cervical cytology proficient?

C J R Stewart

It is accepted that internal quality control and external quality assurance are necessary elements in ensuring high standards in the reporting of cervical smears. A major component of external quality assurance in the United Kingdom in recent years has been the proficiency test in cervical cytology. Participation in regional proficiency test schemes was recommended for all staff in recently published documents concerned primarily with internal quality control in cytology laboratories. Furthermore, the working party assessing quality assurance guidelines for the cervical screening programme used participation and acceptable performance in the UK proficiency test scheme as a measure of its objective "to ensure that all staff screening or reporting smears are competent". The combined weight of these authoritative documents suggests that the rationale for proficiency test must be beyond question. However, at a time when proficiency test is under review, both in the United Kingdom and the United States, it may be worth considering the evidence that proficiency test actually improves laboratory performance.

The regional proficiency test schemes in the UK have evolved from a protocol published in 1958 under the auspices of the Department of Health Advisory Committee on Assessment of Laboratory Standards. This document referred to the successful proficiency test programmes operational in North America, and commented that the protocol UK test was based on the New York Proficiency Test Scheme (NYPTS). It should be emphasised, however, that there are significant differences between the NYPTS and the UK proficiency testing programmes. The test slide set in the NYPTS comprises only one element of the proficiency testing scheme, the others, which are arguably more important, being laboratory inspection and an educational programme, more analogous to clinical pathology accreditation and circulating slide sets, respectively, in the UK. In addition, the examination itself differs from those in the UK by including non-gynaecological material (comprising 50% of the test set since 1982). Furthermore, the testing mechanism does not necessarily involve all reporting staff. Only one pathologist need review the slides in each laboratory, these being pre-assessed and marked by the cytotecnology staff. The rationale of this approach is to mimic daily practice as closely as possible and the laboratory performance is judged on the final diagnosis offered by the pathologist. It is of course debatable whether the UK programmes offer an improvement on the NYPTS but comparison of data is of doubtful validity.

North American schemes
Notwithstanding these concerns, the North American proficiency test programmes have all shown improved laboratory pass rates with time. However, none has shown that these results correlate in any way with actual laboratory performance in routine cases. As Austin points out, "there is virtually no scientific evidence that regulatory proficiency testing decreases interpretative false negative rates". Indeed there is considerable difficulty in assessing the effect of proficiency test given that it is only one component of laboratory quality assurance. Austin studied cervical cancer death rates in the USA and showed that New York had actually fallen behind other states in preventing deaths since the inception of NYPTS. Similarly the death rate from cervical cancer in Ontario, which began a proficiency test scheme in 1978, had not declined more quickly than those in the other Canadian provinces (which have not introduced such schemes). However, use of the cervical cancer death rate as an indicator of the value of proficiency test has been criticised as it is significantly influenced by numerous other factors. The false negative error rate in cervical smear reporting appears to be a more relevant indicator of laboratory performance. A Q-probes analysis by the College of American Pathologists (CAP) examined the false negative error rate in 353 laboratories based on a review of previous "negative" smears in patients presenting with high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions. No difference in the laboratory error rate was found according to participation in a proficiency test scheme.
Proficiency test in cervical cytology

UK studies
There are few studies examining critically the effect of proficiency test in the UK. Gifford and Coleman described a scheme involving 17 laboratories in the North West Thames region. One hundred and forty six cytopathologists and pathologists participated in the scheme that comprised four rounds of testing. Although 95% of participants achieved a satisfactory score, three, including two consultants and one cytopathologist, did not reach an acceptable level of performance. One individual was deemed unsuitable to report cervical cytology, another was advised to undergo retraining and retesting, and the third volunteered for early retirement. After this action was taken it was noted that the subsequent laboratory performance was “undoubtedly improved”. As with the North American studies, this improvement appears to have been related solely to performance in proficiency tests. It may be that these cytologists’ performances in routine practice were also substandard but the study failed to provide this information. This is critical to determining the validity of proficiency testing. For example, if it had been previously recognised that those concerned were performing at a suboptimal level based on internal quality control data, then did the proficiency test actually contribute further information? One might assume that any necessary action would have been taken prior to the proficiency test results. Alternatively, if the individuals had been performing routinely at a satisfactory level, should the results of the proficiency test be considered more important and relevant than the performance data gathered over extended periods in the real working environment? The authors of this paper also commented that the proficiency test scheme had confirmed the very high standard of screening in the North West Thames region. This may have been the case but no data were presented to support this conclusion. The mistaken assumption that satisfactory proficiency test performance is evidence of high clinical standard has previously been made with regard to US schemes; however, proficiency testing has never been proven to improve diagnostic accuracy. As Bachner notes, “no evidence has ever been presented that mandated cytology proficiency test can lead to or has led to an improvement in routine clinical practice that is linked to improvement in patient care”. A second UK study by Slater examined external and internal quality assurance in the Trent region. It was noted that one cytoscreener, who had always passed the proficiency test, appeared to be making relatively frequent reporting errors. This led to a rescreening exercise which detected a 15% false negative rate that comprised four rounds of testing which was higher than that of other cytoscreeners and was considered marginal performance. Therefore, the proficiency test failed to identify suboptimal performance in this cytoscreener and, as Slater conceded, “indeed conveyed a false impression that no problem existed”. The Cytopathology Education Consortium (CEC), comprising the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, the American Society of Cytopathology, the American Society of Cytotechnologists, and the CAP, have likewise recently concluded that “there is no assurance that marginal practitioners (of gynecological cytology) are reliably identified by means of a 10-slide, regulatory proficiency test”. Slater also commented that in his view “proficiency testing has an important role in the identification of overtly poor performance”. Is this the purpose of the proficiency test? Might it not be expected that an effective internal quality control programme would detect any individual making such overt errors given that even marginally suboptimal performance was identified in the case he presented?

Disadvantages of proficiency testing
Any assessment of a proficiency test must also consider its disadvantages, including cost, lack of relevance, and effects on professional morale. The effects of proficiency testing on staff are difficult to assess but are not simply those attributable to administrative overheads and the disruption to, and loss of, laboratory working time, important as these are at a time of increasing financial constraint and work load pressures. The stress of proficiency testing on cytology staff should also be considered, as should the effect on overall laboratory morale. Individuals sitting the proficiency test are well aware that failure could ultimately lead to loss of employment, particularly if service purchasers make satisfactory performance in the test a condition of contracts. The apprehension associated with the proficiency test was conceded in the original UK protocol although it was felt that there would also be reassurance, presumably in the event of a pass. It might prove interesting to examine the laboratory error rates in cervical smear reporting as assessed by internal quality control around the time of proficiency testing compared with average values.

Perhaps the greatest weakness of proficiency testing is the assumption that examination of a test slide set compares in any way with normal screening practice. The test environment is artificial and the slides inevitably include a much higher proportion of abnormal smears than could be expected in normal screening practice. For example, in the Ontario proficiency test, smears showing dysplasia or malignancy accounted for 26–46% of slides, and personal experience suggests at least a similar proportion of normals in the Scottish scheme. Thus, and as admitted by Curry et al, the test does not reflect daily practice conditions. There are often significant differences in staining between laboratories which may cause difficulties in interpretation. In addition candidates are unable to dot and review the specimens by the individual pathologist. Finally, and most obviously, no discussion of slides is permitted between staff. The usual argument against these criticisms is that the test slides are selected to be unequivocal diagnostic examples. Surely, however, this is a self defeating argument if there is any pretense that the test is supposed to simulate normal
practice. Even proponents of proficiency testing accept its limited value in this respect. Malmes, with reference to the NYPTS, commented that "the test situation is obviously quite different from the normal laboratory setting and I suspect that it does not reflect normal laboratory function". Plott and colleagues emphasised that "screening results from this simulated test should not be extrapolated to routine work performance". Davey summarised the view of the 1993 proficiency test symposium in Atlanta, Georgia, USA that concluded, "there was solid agreement that proficiency testing measures only limited aspects of performance and may not correlate with day to day screening or actual patient outcome". More recently, the CEC argued that proficiency testing should be directed to laboratories as a whole rather than to individuals. According to the CEC, regulatory testing of individuals "does not simulate normal practice, will be unnecessarily disruptive, and has not shown to decrease clinically significant errors or improve screening outcomes".

Lowering of professional morale is an inevitable consequence of the requirement that individuals involved in cervical screening must pass the proficiency test. The test effectively supplants previous qualifications, performance record, and professional standing that are often based on many years' continual peer review and contact with colleagues in the laboratory, with hospital clinicians, and with general practitioners. Bachner commented that the title proficiency test is in fact a misnomer and that recredentialing would be a more appropriate term.

Alternatives
If external quality assessment is essential then what are the alternatives to the proficiency test? The CEC has proposed that mailed regulatory challenges aimed at the laboratory as a whole rather than individuals be combined with internal education based exercises. In their view the laboratory director would be responsible for assuring that the competency of individuals and for taking remedial action if required. It seems possible that an external assessor/facilitator could oversee such assessments as well as review internal quality control data to ensure independent inspection. The development of computer based technology is also likely to be vital in both teaching and proficiency evaluation. Slide circulation schemes have previously been used in external quality assessment and, while these also suffer from disadvantages, their educational value is higher than proficiency testing. Indeed, the emphasis on education rather than testing to maintain and improve standards in cervical cytology are agreed by most authors. The overall reporting rates offer an additional useful guide to the assessment of laboratory performance.

It remains to be seen whether the UK proficiency test will persist in its current form or whether alternative methods of external quality assessment will be considered. Given that the evidence in favour of proficiency testing is currently lacking, it is hoped, at a minimum, that any continuity of the UK proficiency testing programme will include an analysis of its purported benefit, independent of internal quality control. Otherwise the credibility of the proficiency test will continue to be questioned.
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